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ABSTRACT

The excessive use of social networking applications (SNA) through smartphone devices has created many social problems. Long hours using SNA lead to isolation and loneliness, social anxiety, divorce, criminal activity, road accidents, violation of privacy, indirect interaction between family members and others, and health problems, including tension and depression. Societies throughout the world are facing these problems. Blocking SNA is obviously not the right solution. This paper presents a technical innovative solution that offers an acceptable remediation. The solution’s business model, and features and capabilities which will ultimately have positive impacts on society, are demonstrated.
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Introduction

According to Statista (2017), the number of smartphone users in the world is around 2.3 billion, and this number has been increased to 5 billion in 2018 according to the global digital report 2018 (digital report, 2018). Another global survey stated that half of the world’s population (around 3.5 billion out of 7 billion people) is using smartphones (Hootsuite, 2017). The use of smartphones has become a ubiquitous and constant part of people’s lives. Furthermore, a statistical survey (Hootsuite, 2017) showed that the total number of people using social media on their phones has increased over the years, to where almost 80% of all social media time is spent on smartphones using SNA (Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, etc.) (Marketing land, 2016). Studies have shown that the overuse of, and addiction to, SNA has resulted in social, ethical, criminal, and health problems (Conal & Gary, 2017; Chia-che, 2016; David & Perez, 2016; Hugues & Hayley, 2015; Valenzuela, Halpern & Katz, 2014). This paper presents a technical solution to these problems—a mobile application called a Social Controller. The application’s purpose is to allow “Use but not Overuse, Misuse, or Abuse.” Opportunities for and benefits of using SNA are many, and cannot be ignored or underestimated, so mobile users need to ‘Use.’ However, excessive use and addiction (‘Overuse’) may raise several types of problems either intentionally or without intention (‘Misuse’ or ‘Abuse’). The principles, components, and features/functions of the Social Controller (App), and the business model, social benefit and implications of using the App are discussed. Additional to that the App expected to check the fake news and get verify them from the original resources using the Artificial Intelligence technology, so that users won’t be fooled.

Related Work and Social Controller App Solution

In-depth research was conducted to determine if there were any available mobile applications for the purpose of controlling the usage of SNA. Applications were found that let the users know some statistics about their usage without putting it in a context to inform them of potential health and psychological impacts. Most of these applications are used mainly for blocking, monitoring, and tracking usage. There are many Apps that allow users to monitor the use of smartphone and SNA and stop addiction such as Moment, Space (Break Free), and off time (described in Table 1). However, the proposed solution, the Social Controller, is a new and unique application,
has more features than monitoring and tracking, designed around the principles of awareness, interactivity, verification and participation. None of the above-mentioned applications were built based on these three principles.

**Awareness**

The proposed App will inform individuals of their usage of SNA (hours and minutes), and will provide information for health and psychological awareness, and customized tips and alerts whenever the time of usage reaches a critical level. That level can be set by the user or recommended by the application according to standard acceptable level. Also it verify some of news and information provided by social media pages and alert the user with specific notification and colors to avoid spending useless time on social media.

**Interactivity**

The App will provide the ability to connect with family members (spouse and children) or friend to monitor their hours of usage, and to send reminders when their usage time reaches a high level or a critical limit, with the possibility of stopping the usage. By constantly sending updates on social, cultural, and sports events, activities, and initiatives in a region close to the person, or in the country where s/he resides, the App will encourage direct communication and interaction between individuals, instead of virtual and passive interactions through smartphones.

**Participation**

The aim of the App is to spread a culture of balanced use of SNA, to make family and community members (friends and acquaintances) closer and happier. The App will promote this culture through a feature that allows one user to challenge another user to spend less time on SNA for a specific period of time. Through the feature, the participants in the challenge will send each other reminders and alerts. They will be rewarded by a system where points are achieved based on declining hours of SNA usage. The challenge can be extended among family or group members. The App will participate in spreading the culture of balance through rewarding winners (received points can be redeemed) with less time spent on SNA. Addition to that it also provide number of fake information which being explored by users and rewarding the less fake information number as well, so it will enhance the integrity and credibility values.

**Social Controller Components and Features/Functionality**

The features, functionality, and capability of the App were designed based on the three principles discussed above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile Application</th>
<th>Description/features/function (from the App’s website)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moment</td>
<td>Moment is an iOS app that automatically tracks how much you use your iPhone and iPad each day. If you’re using your phone too much, you can set daily limits on yourself and be notified when you go over. You can even force yourself off your device when you’re over your limit. Moment Family: Manage your family’s screen time from your own phone and set up time for your entire family to be screen-free using family dinner time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACE formerly (BreakFree)</td>
<td>The app studies your phone usage pattern in the background and warns you with timely notifications whenever you go overboard. the app calculates an addiction score in real time and maintains a detailed history of your scores. The app also provides you phone management tools such as disabling the internet, rejecting phone calls and sending auto text messages. You can completely control your habits by scheduling these tools to run on a given day at a given time. View usage stats for your top used apps, call patterns and other functions to help you make informed decisions on taking necessary actions. By installing it on your child’s smartphone you can monitor his / her phone usage, schedule internet hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offtime</td>
<td>The OFFTIME app gives you space to breathe in our hyper-connected world. For set periods of time of your choice, the service blocks disruptive notifications, calls or SMS… Access to applications that tempt you is then restricted. Those who want to learn more about their digital habits can also receive information about their smartphone usage with the help of ‘Insights.’ (OFFTIME).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Settings**

The settings section is where users will set their email, age, gender, country/city, SNA used, preferred level of usage (hours/minutes), and connected/associated users. These data will be used to provide customized information and messages to the users.

**Analytics**

The analytics section will track and analyze the time spent on SNA, the most-used SNA, time and date of usage, last usage, and accumulated points. Other option is related to verification by assigning a field for information to be checked from the original resources with the artificial intelligence method.

**Interactions**

The interactions section will be dynamic and constantly updated. It will provide the following: customized advice (e.g. health recommendation) based on the user’s profile and level of usage; information about social events, activities, and initiatives that encourage face-to-face interaction with others as an alternative to passive interaction via smartphones; warnings of health effects of SNA usage; reminders from associated/connected users (for example, a mother alerting her son after observing his hours of usage); points awarded based on fewer hours or minutes of usage; honoring and rewarding users by APP (through annual event, announcement, points redeemed as gift from stores, organizations, etc.) who have had the least number of usage hours or the greatest decline in their usage, which is generated via analytics; enabling the user to challenge another member user to spend fewer hours/minutes on SNA (this can be set for 1 day or week or month), where the winner receives points which are transferred from the loser’s account. These can also be redeemed annually. Also, users themselves can reward each other (father rewards his son).

Also the full fake information will be displayed in red color, gradually color changes till green color upon the number of fake information, especially after verification process, so points will be rewarding the greenest information being sending by user.

**Advertising**

Costs incurred by the development of the Social Controller and from the App participating in spreading the culture of balanced usage through rewarding the users must be covered. Expenses can be partially covered through paid advertising, which will appear as a pop-up message or a sign for new message. The ads and messages will be customized according to the user’s profile. Advertising will cover some of the development costs, and will create a profit when a large database of users is established and companies will be interested in advertising through the App. Figure 1 shows an overview of the application.

![Figure 1: Social Controller App](image)

**Business Model Analysis**

Business model describes the logic of how an organization creates, delivers and control value and how money are earned in a company (Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010). Many tools were developed for planning and analyzing the business model. However, Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) developed the Business Model Canvas (BMC) which is one of the most famous framework used by academic, researchers and practitioners for this purpose (Weiller and Neely, 2013). The BMC was co-created by 470 practitioners from 45 countries. It is a powerful visual tool that clearly shows all the components of the business and their interconnections. The canvas consists of nine components (shown on Figure 2.) which are described in the following paragraphs. The BMC was operationalized for creating the Social Controller business model and presented in Table 2.

![Figure 2 BMC by Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010)](image)
1. The Value Propositions component describes the bundle of products and services that create value for a specific Customer Segment

2. The Customer Segments component defines the different groups of people or organizations an enterprise aims to reach and serve

3. The Channels component describes how a company communicates with and reaches its Customer Segments to deliver a Value Proposition

4. The Customer Relationships component describes the types of relationships a company establishes with specific Customer Segments

5. The Revenue Streams component represents the cash a company generates from each Customer Segment (costs must be subtracted from revenues to create earnings)

6. The Key Resources component describes the most important assets required to make a business model work

7. The Key Activities component describes the most important things a company must do to make its business model work

8. The Key Partnerships Building Block describes the network of suppliers and partners that make the business model work.

Table 2: The Business Model Canvas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Partners</th>
<th>Key Activities</th>
<th>Value Proposition</th>
<th>Customer Relationships</th>
<th>Customer Segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- XYZ (removed) which provides the fund/training networking and consultations - Google Play &amp; Apple Store which provide the platform for publishing the App - Marketing agencies or Social media applications which will put Ads for the App.</td>
<td>- Conduct thorough research to evaluate existing applications available in the market and then define the unique features/functions of the Social Controller. - Specify the main requirements of the APP - Develop the APP including two main stages (initial prototype including the main functions, stage two: second prototype with users testing and feedback) and then final release and publication of the application in Google play/Apple store. - Create website for the company - Market the application in social media and using other marketing channels</td>
<td>The Social Controller App will give the user ability to monitor and control the amount of time spent (minutes/hours) on social networking applications (SNA) as a result of the users’ awareness of negative effects of SNA usage (social, health ethical, criminal problems etc.), reward points, and incentives. The App will encourage participation in interactive social events and activities (face-to-face), connecting &amp; challenging with other users on less usage of SNA, spreading the culture of balanced usage of SNA among family members, groups, and communities in an entertaining way. Thus, it helps in reducing the social</td>
<td>The interactions section of the APP will be dynamic and constantly updated. It will provide customized advice based on the user’s profile and level of usage; information about social event/activities that encourage face-to-face interaction; warnings of health effects of SNA usage; honoring/rewarding users by APP (through annual event, announcement, points redeemed as gift from stores, etc.) who have had the least number of usage hours or the greatest decline in their usage, which is generated via analytics;</td>
<td>- Social Media smartphone users - Addicted users to social media applications - Parents and kids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The business model depends on two sources of revenue: users who download the premium version, and paid advertising. Companies will advertise when a large number of users has been established. Users will be gained through offering an option to download a free version of the App (installed in one device without connecting with other users, and with limited analytics and features). A user who decides to download the premium version will pay $1 for the upgrade, which will allow them to connect with other users and get advanced analytics and more features.

The development of mobile applications can cost from $1,000 to $100,000, or even more, depending on many factors. One of the methods used to estimate the cost of mobile application software development is Function-Points, which determine the degree of software complexity. The degree of complexity depends on the number of interfaces/forms, input/output data, and number of functions/features in the application, whether it is linked with a dynamic database, and whether it is compatible with Apple (Apple Store) and Samsung platforms (Google Play).

The Social Controller will have a user-friendly interface, compatible with the Apple iOS platform and Google Play. It will require a login, and will have a profile section, connection with other users, linkage to the database server, analytics, an Advertisement control section, and reviews.

A web tool used to estimate the cost of creating the App that can be found at http://howmuchtomakeanapp.com/. The estimated maximum cost would be around $50,000. The goal will be to reach all social media smart phone users in the world, and acquire 50,000 users in the first year. The break-even point will be reached when 50,000 users have downloaded the advanced version (paid $1 each). This goal should not be difficult to reach, as the excessive use of social media is a global problem, common in many countries and societies. To reach a large number of users, marketing for the application will take place through different channels (internet marketing on social media/known websites, SMS and street boards). For Startup Company, the cost of marketing is estimated at maximum 20% of the targeted revenue. So,
there will be additional marketing costs (20% of $50000) besides the cost of application development. The total estimated costs will be $60000 so the number of targeted users in order to break-even becomes 60000 users. The above targeted revenue and number of users, and marketing budget are planned for one year time.

Social Impact of the Social Controller

The Social Controller application will provide a technical solution to track and control the use of SNA, thus reducing the related social problems and their economic consequences. It aims to spread a culture of balanced usage of SNA over the smartphone plus enhancing integrity by verification of information. The App, a new and unique application, will have a positive impact on society. It will provide user with the ability to control the amount of time spent on SNA (as a result of the users’ awareness of negative effects of SNA usage, reward points, and incentives). In addition, the App will encourage participation in interactive social events and activities, spreading the culture of balanced usage of SNA among family members, groups, and communities in an entertaining way. Use of the App will lead to reduced bills associated with the excessive use of SNA. The App will provide added value to the community as it tackles social problems which have economic dimensions. The will help in reducing spread of fake information which may lead to political, health, economical problems as well.

The economic cost for the usage of SNA starts from the cost of the internet subscription (data package) for smartphones (4G). Smartphones are pervasive devices, used all the time and everywhere to access the internet. Greater usage means greater cost for the requested data package, although this cost has become relatively less nowadays in many countries.

A much greatest cost appears when, for instance, excessive use of SNA while driving causes a car accident that results in human and physical losses. There are also costs of treatment needed when excessive use of SNA causes psychological problems. Burglaries have resulted when people shared details of their lives. Others fall victim to cyberbullying and are forced to pay money. Marriages can be damaged resulting in divorce, which also has financial consequences. These are just a few of many examples. If the proposed App can spread the culture of balanced usage and reduce the usage time of SNA to an acceptable extent, all the above-mentioned problems will necessarily decline, and thus, the application will contribute to the betterment of society culturally, socially, and economically. The ultimate result will be that family and community members will become closer and happier. Thus the App will increase the knowledge awareness about the danger of fake information when spread among society, especially the information regarding the health issues which may cause death or fatal injuries. Also fake information may cause many damages in co-existing between communities.

Conclusion

Implementation of the Social Controller (Startup Company) will bring a creative idea to reality, and will present a new and unique solution to the overuse and abuse of SNA. The need for this solution is very significant, for the present and the future, because the number of SNA and the number of users will continue to increase, and the use of smartphone applications has become widespread. The App will be sustainable, and it will benefit future generations, as the majority of users of these applications are young. The proposed solution does not focus narrowly on specific users, categories of users, or a country. Rather, it encompasses everyone. The application has analytics (producing big data) which can offer many future business opportunities to provide new services. The App functions and features can also be extended.

One important implication of this application is that internet service providers (telecommunication companies) might not advocate its use, as it reduces usage of the internet and data packages. However, usage of the internet may remain the same without the overuse of SNA. Telecommunication companies also have a social responsibility toward the community in spreading the culture of balanced usage of SNA. Balanced usage is the aim of the Social Controller: “Use but not Overuse, Misuse, or Abuse.”
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